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Abstract Selling has become more data-driven, capital intensive and aligned around
customer lifetime value. As part of their research for a book (Revenue Operations: A
New Way to Align Sales & Marketing, Monetize Data, and Ignite Growth, Wiley 2022),
the authors have conducted interviews with 120 senior growth leaders to uncover the
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systems and structures they are using to generate higher returns from their commercial
data assets, which are among the largest financial assets in the business. This paper will
draw on original commercial research as well as research from the leading academics
in the field of marketing analytics to answer these critical management questions: how
can organisations turn customer engagement data into actionable customer insights?;
how can organisations use those insights to support decisions, actions and resource
allocation?; how can organisations monetise data assets, enable their revenue teams
and support the entire revenue cycle?; what are the most financially viable ways
organisations can monetise their customer engagement data assets?
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INTRODUCTION: THE GROWING NEED
FOR A SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR
TURNING ANALYTICS INTO GROWTH
Customer data is one of the most valuable
assets a company has to accelerate growth
and finding ways to harvest the first-party
customer engagement data your company
already owns requires no incremental
investment. Unfortunately, only 38 per cent
of chief marketing officers (CMOs) believe
their investments in analytics, data and analysis
fully support their decision-making process.1
Modern marketing, sales and service
technology solutions produce enormous
amounts of customer engagement data that
can help sellers to identify trigger events.
These triggers signal buying intent, flag
inquiries from important influencers and
make recommendations about next best
actions based on past customer behaviour.
Organisations must act and respond urgently
to these signals, however, as customer
interest and expectations for response will
close the window of opportunity quickly.
Thus, accelerating the speed of delivering
insights from source (eg a website or an
algorithm in marketing) to a customer-facing
employee who can act on the information
(eg a relationship manager or customer
service rep) makes a big difference.
Modern selling depends upon advanced
analytics to accomplish this. Data generated
by digital marketing and media programs,
owned digital channels, investments in
customer relationship management (CRM)

and sales enablement systems feeds these
analytics. Solutions that unify, deploy
and monetise customer data and insights
inherently create additional value. Going
forward, artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) will fuel new
revenue and profit growth by reinventing
customer journeys, transforming the
customer experience and optimising
investments in marketing channels.
In this paper, we introduce systems for
managing and curating customer information
assets and for turning them into commercial
insights that create value.
Our conclusions are derived from
interviews with 120 senior growth leaders
conducted in 2020 and 2021 and a thorough
analysis of academic and commercial
research on the topic. Based on this research,
we uncovered operating capabilities that
growing organisations are putting in place
to leverage and convert their customer data
into insights that inform growth decisions,
priorities and actions.

FOUR ACTIONS THAT TURN
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND
SELLER ACTIVITY DATA INTO
COMMERCIAL INSIGHTS THAT
INFORM SELLING ACTIONS,
CONVERSATIONS, PRIORITIES AND
RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS
Advanced analytics, AI and ML take
advantage of massive new volumes of sales
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engagement data emerging from decades of
digital and IT investment. We believe that
this convergence of analytical capability and
exploding data volumes represents the most
significant opportunity to accelerate sales
growth since the adoption of call centres 40
years ago, the introduction of CRM solutions
30 years ago, and even the adoption of digital
sales channels 20 years ago. The ability to
capture and unify customer data and convert it
into commercial insights that enable, optimise
and automate cross-functional sales, marketing
and service workflows fundamentally drives
growth and value creation.
Raghu Iyengar, Professor of Marketing
at the Wharton School of Business at the
University of Pennsylvania, states:

Many AI initiatives fail to get traction because
their unit of analysis is mismatched with the
engrained key performance indicators (KPI)
and incentives managers use to run business.
For example, AI models are excellent at
analysing data about customer characteristics,
responses and behaviours to refine scalable
ways to improve customer lifetime value
through improved acquisition costs, churn,
pricing, usage and cross-sell. But most of the
data sets in the business are organised around
products, geographies and business units.
Growth leaders we interviewed have
congregated around four best practices
to turn their customer engagement and
seller activity data into insights that inform
selling actions, conversations, priorities and
resource allocation decisions.

Focus key performance indicators, common
objectives and goals
Chief experience officers (CXOs) need to
establish fact-based performance measures. Key
metrics and indicators align sales, marketing
and service around common objectives, goals,
KPIs, priorities and incentives. They also
provide visibility into buyer engagement, seller
activity, account health and pipeline potential.
Growth leaders need to push for analytics on
sales engagement data that establish a common
set of measurements and financial incentives.
Without these unified data views, managers
lack the facts to optimise allocation of people,
channels, selling effort and technology
investments. Jim Chirico, of Avaya, said:
‘Aligning our incentives and KPIs with our
overall objectives is extremely important to
achieving our growth goals.’4 Steve Lucas,
the CEO of iCIMS, is focusing his revenue
team on customer lifetime value as the
defining metric of a good client relationship.
To enforce this discipline, his teams were
paid 20 per cent higher commissions
when they engaged and developed ‘ideal’
customers. They were paid 20 per cent lower
commissions when they spent their energies
on less-than-ideal prospects.5

Convert revenue data into prescriptive and
actionable commercial insights
Sales leaders need to increase the speed of
communication by providing real-time

Develop predictive insights to improve account
priorities and resource allocation
Growth leaders need advanced analytics to
better optimise predicted scenario outcomes.

‘Having an automated way of analyzing
such audio calls capturing the interactions
with customers is critical to help answer
operational questions e.g. who are our
best live agents and why are customers
calling us?’2
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training and guidance to help frontline
sellers respond faster. AI-enabled guidance
helps sellers and managers execute selling
motions, playbooks and value selling
methodologies much more effectively. For
example, Wade Burgess, the CRO of Rev.
com, sees real-time analytics supporting
a shift from an historic focus on new
customers to cross-selling and upselling
existing customers. ‘Analytics can also
help us retain and expand those enterprise
relationships’, says Burgess.3
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AI-enabled algorithms and advanced
modelling techniques can help organisations
develop more accurate and predictive
estimates of opportunity potential and sales
forecast. Without such qualification criteria
for account potential and propensity to
close, most organisations chase too many
low-quality clients and opportunities.
According to Cam Tipping, who has led
over 100 customer-targeting workshops and
simulations with sales teams over the last
decade:
‘This behavior leads to bad outcomes –
like bad service, high cost to sell, lower
margins, and unsatisfied clients. Traditional
CRM or financial systems are not set up
to provide this type of information. It has
to be understood through custom analysis
and a review of client performance over
multiple years. The data exists to create
the facts that let us ‘cut the tail.’ And there
are established tools like Deciling that can
easily achieve consensus on the 80% of
accounts not to call on.’6

Establish common stewardship of
customer data assets
CXOs need to establish a common
architecture and owner to strategically
manage customer and engagement data
assets. This will maximise data utilisation,
impact and return on investment (ROI).
It also establishes a common fact base for
data-driven selling and reporting. Wade
Burgess, the chief revenue officer (CRO)
of Rev.com, says:7
‘A high priority for me [is] to get the right
data infrastructure in place so that we
can intelligently scale revenue growth. I
believe that access into customer insights
and to be able to automate action against
the opportunity they reveal is going to be a
key for us to be able to scale.’

A primary reason Wade Burgess
consolidated revenue operations at Rev.com
was to establish a single source of truth for

all customer engagement and conversational
intelligence data.
THREE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A
REVENUE OPERATING SYSTEM
THAT PROVIDE MANAGERS AN
OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCT FOR
VALUING, COMBINING, ANALYSING
AND MONETISING THEIR CUSTOMER
DATA ASSETS IN WAYS THAT
GENERATE CONSISTENT AND
SCALABLE GROWTH
Ninety per cent of organisations use AI
to improve their customer journeys,
revolutionise how they interact with
customers and deliver more compelling
experiences.8 Many leverage insights to
optimally allocate sales resources, better
manage sales teams and improve the
performance of sales channels. In parallel,
investors have poured more than US$5bn
into over 1,400 AI-fuelled sales and
technology companies to meet this demand.9
Individually these innovators are
connecting the dots across the sales and
marketing technology portfolio. They
offer solutions that help optimise resource
allocation, direct revenue teams, enable
individual sellers, measure and motivate
performance, personalise communications,
optimise pricing and improve offerings.
Collectively, these solutions are becoming
the linchpin of a new concept called the
Revenue Operating System, which at
its simplest is a system for growth. The
Revenue Operating System serves as an
operating system for connecting the people,
technology, data and processes in a business
to expand revenue. At its core, it creates
value by unifying and monetising customer
data and insights at the centre while enabling
and automating cross-functional sales,
marketing and service workflows at the
periphery. This approach forces executives
to reimagine their technology stacks and
go-to-market models around platforms
that aggregate and orchestrate customer
engagement data rather than legacy CRM.
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Figure 1:

The Revenue Operating System

The Revenue Operating System includes
three core building blocks that deliver
commercial insights: the engagement data
hub, revenue intelligence and customer
intelligence. These operating capabilities,
and the systems that managers are using to
enable them, are highlighted in Figure 1.
Building block 1: The engagement data hub:
Using advanced analytics to connect data
assets to value
The engagement data hub (EDH) consists of
technology and capabilities that aggregate,
transform and monetise all customer,
revenue and seller activity data from firstparty systems and third-party data sources.
The executives we interviewed all took
steps to get better operational control
over the customer engagement and buyer
activity data they already have. This places
a premium on solutions that unify and
monetise customer data and insights. It also
supports the assertion that AI and ML can
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fuel new revenue and profit growth by
reinventing customer journeys, transforming
the customer experience and optimising
investments in marketing channels.
To make this a reality, sales and
marketing leaders are increasingly looking
to a new set of analytic tools — including
customer data platforms, sales engagement
platforms, and sales analytics and automation
solutions — that can convert data into
information and information into value.
These tools are taking on the hard work
of orchestrating data from across channels
and making it available to sales, marketing
and service reps in real time. In practice,
businesses are deploying these solutions
in ways that integrate with, augment
and in some cases bypass legacy CRM
systems to combine and monetise customer
engagement and seller activity data.
An EDH aggregates, consolidates, analyses
and deploys customer engagement data to
augment and enhance known customer
data and helps revenue teams save time,
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make better decisions, allocate resources
more effectively and deliver better customer
experiences. It requires the following
capabilities.
Third-party data aggregation from many
sources to uncover selling triggers and
insights
Sales analytics solutions aggregate data from
many external sources to uncover event
triggers, buying signals and customer churn
risks. Customer data platforms automate
the integration and delivery of behavioural
and trigger data from digital marketing
platforms with sales and marketing teams.
The best blend third-party data with firstparty account and prospect data from CRM
to develop and deliver actionable insights to
frontline sales, marketing and service reps in
real time. They automatically log data into
CRM systems and append data records to
improve data quality and gain a 360-degree
view of the customer. Third-party data
solutions are appending and enriching
internal customer and prospect data sets in
real time with buyer intent, prospect and
event triggers so sales reps can prioritise
opportunities and act quickly while the
prospect is still ‘in market’.
Manage and organise data around
account structures
Account data management and orchestration
solutions help account teams to manage
and orchestrate prospect and customer
engagement data from inside and outside the
company around accounts to make it easier
for account teams to develop, cross-sell,
upsell and penetrate key accounts.
Automate the consolidation, harmonisation
and cleaning of data from customer-facing
systems
Customer data platforms should automate
the process of onboarding, orchestrating
and synchronising data from first, second

and third-party data sources an organisation
already has in real time. Automating this
process helps ensure that customer profiles
relay the most up-to-the-minute data. Sales
analytics solutions such as Insight Squared
aggregate data from e-mail, calendar,
content and call recordings and integrate it
with records in CRM. Sales engagement
platforms automate the process of
aggregating buyer data, targeting anonymous
interactions and cleaning records.
Aggregate customer and seller activity,
product usage and financial transaction
data around a common customer profile
Most high-performing marketers have
developed a single view of the customer.10
They do so by unifying data from many
touchpoints, channels and media interactions
into a common customer profile. Customer
data platforms have automated the
orchestration and management of this data
across individual customer profiles as well
as key accounts. Sales automation solutions
automatically log customer interaction data
to enrich CRM files and get a 360-degree
view of the customer, as well as enrich
customer profiles with third-party prospect,
trigger and behavioural data.
Integrate data from many customer
engagement systems
The modern selling engine relies on data
sourced from many channels, systems and
touchpoints. Most organisations sit on large
amounts of customer engagement data in
a variety of revenue enablement systems,
including CRM, exchange (e-mail and
calendar), content management, marketing
automation, websites, social media and
customer engagement management systems.
These systems should also consider data from
recorded phone calls and virtual meetings.
Organisations that capture and unify
customer data and convert it into insights
will have a competitive advantage over
those that do not. Conversational AI (CAI)
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Figure 2: The top opportunities to better manage sales teams

solutions capture, transcribe and integrate
engagement data from live sales calls and
AI-assisted service agents so it can be used
to inform sales coaching, prioritisation and
action recommendations. Customer data
platforms help to streamline the onboarding
and integration of first-party data from across
in-house digital marketing, website and
e-commerce platforms.
Building block 2: Revenue intelligence:
Managing and measuring the financial
contribution of sales and marketing assets
and investments
Revenue intelligence includes the analytics
and information technologies that extract
insights from an organisation’s selling
and transaction data sources. These help
the organisation to manage and measure
the financial return on growth strategies,
investments and programmes.
Visibility into opportunity potential,
account health, seller performance and
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pipeline activity are the four most important
insights managers need to better manage
their selling system, based on a survey of 150
sales performance professionals.11 Companies
that make progress creating more accurate
metrics, dashboards and incentives have a
significant advantage over the competition,
reports Brent Adamson, distinguished vice
president in Gartner’s sales practice (see
Figure 2):12
‘Companies that align their metrics and
incentives with customer buying behavior
will give them a much more accurate
picture of the cost of sales, the opportunity
cost of selling time, and how different
resources contribute to their commercial
organizations in terms of commercial
outcomes.’

Advanced analytics can give an organisation
much better visibility into account health,
pipeline accuracy, opportunity potential and
the like. These insights can be derived from
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the data the organisation currently collects
from customer engagement, product usage,
financial transactions and seller activities.
Building KPIs based on pipeline activity
and seller engagement makes practical
sense in the face of remote selling and the
fact that traditional marketing funnels and
linear waterfall metrics no longer accurately
reflect the ways customers buy or revenue
teams sell. Analytics and AI also allow to
create better incentives for customer-facing
resources based on account profitability
and contribution to company financial
performance.
There are several practical ways that sales
leaders can take advantage of advanced sales
analytics.
Create more precise measures of account
health and lifetime value
Sales and marketing leaders such as AT&T,
Ciena Networks, Marketo (Adobe)
and DHL are taking steps to align their
metrics and incentives with the activities
and behaviours that lead to better selling
outcomes, greater customer lifetime value
and improved account health. They use
advanced customer engagement analytics
and sales AI to create customer engagement
metrics to serve as the foundation for
performance measurements based on realtime information about sales engagement,
deal attractiveness, content usage and
persona-level interactions to provide
management a more accurate proxy of the
current buying reality.
Automate and improve sales forecast
accuracy
Sales analytics solutions leverage data from
across enterprise systems to create more
accurate revenue forecasts. Currently only
about a third (34 per cent) of sales leaders
have intelligent forecasting. Ninety per cent
of those that use this capability say it helps
them do their job more effectively.13

Quantify seller performance, capacity and
consistency
Frontline sales managers can use AI to
measure the performance of and classify ‘B
and C players’ on their revenue teams. They
can now use advanced analytics to automate
the evaluation and coaching of sales talent,
create measures of seller performance based
on activity and behaviour, and improve the
coverage and penetration of key accounts
using account-based marketing (ABM) data
and insights.
Data-driven incentives and KPIs foster a
common purpose among sales, marketing,
product and service reps to grow customer
lifetime value. Sales leaders are starting to use
advanced analytics to derive new measures
that more accurately quantify the collective
engagement and customer experience our
teams create within accounts. Teamworkoriented leaders are evolving beyond outdated
and dysfunctional waterfall metrics that lead
to handoffs, leakage and waste by putting
sales, marketing and service in conflict with
each other. They create data-driven metrics
that quantify account profitability, pipeline
health and seller performance.
Use simulations to test and evaluate
growth strategy scenarios
Simulation tools compress time, evaluate
multiple scenarios, navigate trade-offs and
accelerate consensus building. AI-driven
simulation-based tools offer faster and more
collaborative approaches to generating
territory, product launch, account-based
marketing and business unit growth plans.
Using simulation tools to have leadership
teams ‘war games’, more scenarios have a
variety of benefits when compared to the
traditional top-down strategy development
approach used by most companies. It
compresses time to test go-to-market strategies
and scenarios seven years into the future.
AI-driven simulations can manage
millions of scenarios and possible resource
allocations to find the best combinations
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to maximise growth. They allow managers
to test and balance different combinations
of sales force emphasis, calling priorities,
customer targets and treatment types to
generate the greatest profit and growth
contribution, ROI and quota attainability.
Use advanced analytics to improve the
accuracy, predictability and quality of
growth plans, forecasts and predictions
Sales modelling is increasingly critical to sales
resource allocation, forecasting and strategy
developments due to rapidly changing
customer behaviour, shorter product life
cycles and the complexity of omnichannel
virtual selling systems. Broader availability
of better data informs growth strategies
and democratises analytics, thereby making
advanced modelling technologies more
practical and financially viable.
Modelling allows managers to balance
and tune interrelated inputs — including
the size, segmentation and emphasis of the
sales force, the design of territories, the
segmentation of markets and the treatment
of customers — against corporate growth
goals and resource constraints. It also forces
management to blend quantitative data
inputs and objective empirical analysis with
estimates based on management judgment
and local market knowledge in ways that
must achieve growth priorities, targets and
strategies defined by company leaderships.
Ron Cline, head of US marketing data and
analytics at the TD Group, reports:14
‘It’s important to understand what
Machine Learning and AI tools are good
for, and what they are not. These tool and
modeling techniques allow us to analyze
more data sources, faster, with more
statistically valid results, and less work.’

Create measures of the financial
contribution of long-term growth investment
Accountability is fundamental to scalable
growth, according to Tony Pace, the CEO
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of the Marketing Accountability Standards
Board (MASB) and former CMO of
Subway. According to Pace:15
‘Greater financial scrutiny and improved
marketing accountability for the financial
return on all marketing investments is
fundamental to protecting, unlocking,
and growing the financial value they
create. Unfortunately, over two thirds
of companies cannot effectively measure
their financial return on investments that
create value through improving brand
preference, the customer experience,
sales activation, customer loyalty and
cultural relevancy, according to MASB
research.’

According to David Stewart, the editor of
the book Accountable Marketing:16
‘The central problem is marketing lacks the
kind of accountability and metrics that are
common along the value chain of the rest
of the corporation. Marketing remains a
“dark science” where its practitioners can
generate desirable results but cannot tell
you how they achieved them.’

Fortive Business Systems, an industrial
conglomerate, is using analytics to create
feedback loops to evaluate outcomes,
attribution and performance across sales,
marketing and customer success. ‘The whole
idea of accountability for growth outcomes
and attribution of revenue is really important
in our culture’, says Kirsten Paust, VP
Fortive Business Systems.17
Building block 3: Customer intelligence: Using
customer data to Inform decisions, actions
and conversations
Customer intelligence includes the software
applications, capabilities and processes
that convert customer data into actionable
insights and help customer-facing teams to
make better decisions, optimise campaigns,
recommend actions, answer questions and
set selling priorities.
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Digitally enabled customers want
answers that are faster, better and relevant.
Most (82 per cent) of the business-tobusiness buying cycle happens online
without human interaction, according
to recent Gartner research.18 That puts
pressure on sellers to deliver a superior
customer experience in the shrinking
window of time they are directly engaged
with customers. This accelerates the pace
at which customer information must be
commercialised and shared across the
organisation. The speed of selling has
become so fast that revenue teams need
selling insights in real time to compete.
Growth leaders want advanced
analytics that turn the customer data in
their CRM, sales enablement and digital
marketing systems into actionable insights.
The executives we spoke with defined
actionable insights as intelligence that can
directly inform the decisions, actions and
conversations frontline sellers must make
every day at the moments that matter in the
human selling process.
The need for actionable insights places
a premium on systems, processes and
operations that unify, transform and interpret
data from many customer engagement
systems to answer critical day-to-day selling
questions like:
●
●

●

What content or offers to present?;
Which stakeholders and decision makers
to engage in accounts?;
How to respond to customer questions,
requests for proposal (RFPs) and requests
for information (RFIs) quickly and
compliantly?

More than 90 per cent of the executives we
spoke to are consolidating the operations
that support sales, marketing and customer
success to enable the conversion of customer
data into actionable insights.19 A more
coordinated approach to managing data from
their sales conversations, marketing systems
and customer service interactions will make

insights available to their revenue teams
faster. No longer can they afford to manage
customer data in six or more operational and
technology silos.
Solving this problem is one of the most
impactful ways data-driven algorithms can
create value. AI and advanced analytics
prioritise and qualify leads well and can even
recommend next best sales actions. These
tasks are easier to execute even with limited
analytics acumen and few data scientists,
according to Leonard Lodish, Professor
of Marketing at the Wharton School of
Business:20
‘There’s a broad continuum of
applications of AI in the selling model
ranging from relatively simple to
very complex. There are many highimpact and simple to implement sales
AI applications most organizations
can be taking advantage of today.
Organizations are dramatically improving
sales performance by using algorithms
to help with the basics of account and
lead prioritization and qualification,
recommending the content or sales
action that will lead to success, and
reallocating sales resources to the places
they can have the most impact. In
customer service, AI is opening entire
new frontiers in customer experience
and success by applying NLP, sentiment
analysis, automation, and personalization
to customer relationship management. A
wide range of AI tools are now available
to help sales teams automate or augment
the day-to-day planning, content
gathering and data entry that eats up twothirds of selling time.’21

While fewer than half (46 per cent) of
sales reps currently have data insights on
customers’ propensity to buy, the majority
(62 per cent) of high-performing salespeople
see a big role for guided selling that ranks
potential opportunity value and suggests
next steps.22 There are several practical ways
to convert the customer data into customer
intelligence.
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Enrich customer profiles with third-party
prospect, trigger and behavioural data
Revenue intelligence solutions are
aggregating data from many external sources
to uncover event triggers, buying signals
and churn risks in the client and prospect
base. Then they blend it with first-party
account and prospect data from CRM to
develop and deliver actionable insights to
frontline sellers in real time. These solutions
automatically log data into CRM systems
and append data records to improve data
quality and gain a 360-degree view of the
customer. Sales automation solutions clean
customer data and enrich customer profiles
to make them more predictive and usable by
frontline revenue teams and the applications
they use to engage customers.
Prioritise opportunities based on propensity
to buy, intent and opportunity potential
Sales reps spend 7 per cent of their time
prioritising leads and opportunities.23 Several
solution providers support predictive lead
scoring and lead prioritisation models based
on customer engagement data from inside
and outside the organisation. Third-party
data providers make those models even
better by enriching them with customer
intent data that lets them know a prospect is
in the market for a solution.

Use analytic engines that recommend
contextual content and next best-selling
action
Sellers use AI-enabled recommender engines
to make intelligent recommendations of
the best content, conversations and actions
that will advance the selling process. At the
basic level, these include intelligent content
recommendations that help sales reps find
the right content for a particular selling
situation. Sales reps spend almost 10 per cent
of their time on call planning and content
preparation.24 Sales enablement solutions
now use AI to recommend content based on
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customer preferences, past success and client
need. This is a big opportunity to improve,
because only 37 per cent of sales reps report
they get algorithmic suggested next steps on
an opportunity.25
CONCLUSION
As we have shown, the formula for revenue
growth has changed dramatically. Buyer
expectations have evolved. Selling has
become more digital, data-driven and
complex. Many organisations are struggling
to grow because their leaders are still using
management systems developed in the last
century to manage a far more advanced
and digital commercial model in the 21st
century. That is why we set out on this
journey to develop a roadmap for a new
systematic and technology-driven approach
to revenue operations. Breaking down the
silos between sales, marketing and customer
service will help your organisation align
these resources as a single, high-performing
revenue team, enabling you to generate
greater performance from your commercial
operations, processes and assets.
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